Inflatable Ghost

**MATERIALS**
- Pop rocks
- Mini bottle soda (12oz)
- Rubber band
- White balloon
- Sharpie
- Funnel

**Directions:**
1. Watch step by step video on our outreach website: [www.eng.auburn.edu/outreach](http://www.eng.auburn.edu/outreach)
2. Take the sharpie and draw a ghost face onto the balloon.
3. Take the funnel and pour pop rocks into the balloon.
4. Screw top off of the soda, and carefully put balloon on bottle WITHOUT pouring the pop rocks into the soda.
5. Carefully wrap rubber band around rim of soda where the balloon meets until it’s tight.
6. Count to three and dump the pop rocks into the soda.

**Expert Level:** Make a Frankenstein, witch, and werewolf!